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Near Field Cosmology:  
The domain of resolved stellar populations 

 
 

To understand the dominant physical processes in the early 
Universe (z>1) from the local stellar record  

 
Most activity took place before z~1  

but half of all stars are older than 8 Gyr 



GA	is	the	ul>mate	cold	case	

The	Local	Group	is	the	
size	of	the	HUDF	at	z	~	3.		
	
GA	probes	intrinsically	
lower	mass	objects	today.	

We	may	be	seeing	imprint	of	reioniza>on	
(z~8)	locally.	
	
We	may	be	seeing	first	stars	with	CEMPs.	
	
We	may	be	seeing	imprint	of	core/cusp	
destruc>on	at	z	~	1-5.	
	
Can	we	see	cosmic	SFH	imprinted	on	the	
Galac>c	popula>ons	?	(rise	&	fall	of	NSM,	
HN,	KN,	MN,	…)	
	
Is	the	thick	disk	a	consequence	of	early	
onset	turbulence	?	
	
Are	we	probing	WDM	with	dwarfs	?	
	
Are	we	probing	DM	substructure	in	halo	?	
	
	



Can we detect specific signatures of the 
first stellar generations today?

	
Beers	&	Christleib	2005,	ARAA	
Bromm	&	Yoshida	2011,	ARAA	
Karlsson,	Bromm	&	JBH	2013,	RMP	
Frebel	&	Norris	2015,	ARAA	

The	lowest	mass	galaxies	have	very	
few	star	forming	events	and	are	the	
most	affected	by	reioniza(on.	They	
may	preserve	the	clearest	signal	of	
what	happened	in	the	early	universe.	



Where to look for signatures of  first stellar generations ? 

Bland-Hawthorn 

Our “first star” models produce abundance signatures that we can’t easily relate to the 
most metal poor stars (in our Galaxy) or to the most metal poor clouds at the highest 
redshifts.  Are we looking in the wrong place ? 

Metal poor star, [Fe/H] < -5 

Faint dwarf 

Globular cluster 

Bulge, NSD, NSC 



Are we seeing the signature of 
reionization in ultrafaint dwarfs?

	
Brown+	2014	
Weisz+	2014a,b	
Frebel,	Simon	&	Kirby	2014	
Webster+	2014,	2015a,b	
JBH,	Sutherland	&	Webster	2015	
Riger+	2015	
Sluder+	2015	
Simon+	2015	
Ji,	Frebel	&	Bromm	2015,	2016	
Webster,	Frebel	&	JBH	2016	

The	lowest	mass	galaxies	have	very	few	
star	forming	events	and	are	the	most	
affected	by	reioniza(on.		
	
We	search	for	chemical	enrichment	
without	chemical	evolu(on.	



Up	to	90%	of	stars	formed	before	
Zreion	in	lowest	mass	dwarfs	≤105L!	

ACS/HST,	DEIMOS/Keck	
Victoria-Regina	isochrones	

Planck	XVII	(2016),	Zreion	~	8.3	±	0.5	



Many	small	UFD	progenitors	104	>mes	fainter	than	
HUDF	limit	

2017	



Gas	in	halos	Mvir	~	107	M!"
can	survive	pre-ioniza>on	&	
SN	explosion	of	25	M!	star	

How:	
1.	off-centred	star	
2.	fractal	medium	ini>ally	in	
				equilibrium	with	hot	halo	
3.	(me	dep.	pre-ioniza(on	
4.	resolved	SN	shock	front	
5.	clustered	SF	through	
				init.	cluster	mass	func(on	

Results	used	in	chemical	
tagging	papers	coming	up…	

2015	

We’ve	also	done	extended	SF,	
Type	Ia,	with	no	Type	II	and	
therefore	no	pre-ioniza>on	



Gas	in	halos	Mvir	~	107	M!"
can	survive	pre-ioniza>on	&	
SN	explosion	of	25	M!	star	

Results	used	in	papers	
Webster+	2014,	15a,b,	16	

Movies:	miocene.anu.edu.au/smallgalaxy/	 How:	
1.	off-centred	star	
2.	fractal	medium	ini>ally	in	
				equilibrium	with	hot	halo	
3.	(me	dep.	pre-ioniza(on	
4.	resolved	SN	shock	front	
5.	clustered	SF	through	
				init.	cluster	mass	func(on	



Mvir = 3x105 M! 

"Minimum mass galaxy" retains cold gas after one SN event 
Bland-Hawthorn, Sutherland & Webster 2015 

no gas retained  
in core 

cold gas retained  

1. The minimum mass of a galaxy can be 10x less massive than previously thought 
(e.g. Mac Low & Ferrara) 
 
2. The models share properties with UFDs (baryon mass, scale, kinematics, metals) and 
can explain very metal poor DLAs (Cooke et al 2011). 

Mvir = 3x106 M! 



New method: 
 

identify ancient star clusters in UFDs  
through chemical tagging

	
JBH+	2010a,b	
Karlsson+	2012	
Karlsson,	Bromm	&	JBH	2013	
Webster,	Sutherland	&	JBH	2014	
Webster,	Frebel	&	JBH	2016	
	

Chemical	tagging	in	the	lowest	mass	
dwarf	galaxies	will	allow	us	to	associate	
stars	that	were	born	together.	



The importance of ancient star clusters 

•  First	galaxies	can	in	principle	have	total	masses	~107	M!	--	strong	sta>s>cal	
fluctua>ons	in	chemical	signatures	should	exist	

•  The	cluster	mass	func(on	is	a	direct	probe	of	the	forma>on	process	
(reioniza>on,	pressure,	etc.)	

•  CLusters	can	be	age-dated	more	accurately	than	individual	stars	
•  The	summed	stellar	signature	is	the	most	reliable	gauge	of	the	progenitor	

cloud	(indep.	of	binarity,	mass	transfer,	mixing)	
•  These	building	blocks	help	to	reconstruct	the	SFH	more	accurately;	event	

driven	rather	than	con>nuous	distribu>on	
•  We	predict	that	a	reconstructed	star	cluster	will	provide	the	first	defini>ve	

statement	on	first	star	signatures;	we	can	trace	clusters	to	very	low	[Fe/H]	
•  Can	we	find	clumped	CEMP	signatures	in	ultrafaint	dwarfs?	Can	we	unravel	

how	this	event	took	place?	



How massive a uniform star cluster? 

Cloud dynamical time (Tan+ 06)  

M = cloud gas mass ~ 106 Mo 
Σ = cloud col. density ~ 0.3 g cm-2 

The cloud's virial ratio                        is the ratio of kinetic to gravitational 
energy. So if tform = 4 tcr then 

i.e. fraction of cloud # stars 

We conclude that all open clusters up to 105 Mo are uniform since 
tSN > 3 Myr for most SNe in these clusters. For globular densities, 
the upper mass limit is 107 Mo !! 

JBH	et	al	(2010a)	



How massive a uniform star cluster? 

Cloud dynamical time (Tan+ 06)  

M = cloud gas mass ~ 106 Mo 
Σ = cloud col. density ~ 0.3 g cm-2 

The cloud's virial ratio                        is the ratio of kinetic to gravitational 
energy. So if tform = 4 tcr then 

i.e. fraction of cloud # stars 

We conclude that all open clusters up to 105 Mo are uniform since 
tSN > 3 Myr for most SNe in these clusters. For globular densities, 
the upper mass limit is 107 Mo !! 

JBH	et	al	(2010)	



2010b	



2D abundance space 

8m 

GMT 

Simulated galaxy on 8m (top) and 
on GMT (bottom): 

 

N  ~ 1x106 stars 

M  ~ 3x105 Mo 

L   ~ 1x105 Lo 

D  ~ 30 kpc 

 

i.e. 10 stars with [Fe/H] < –3 

 

 

 

 

2D clustering will be seen by 8m 

Expect stronger signal in 3D, 4D… 



Sextans: relic star cluster? 

If confirmed, this would be the 
most metal poor star cluster to 
date (Karlsson+ 2012) 



The stellar “cluster” seems to clump in other abundances 

If confirmed, this would be the most metal 
poor star cluster to date (Karlsson+ 2012) 



The	clumping	is	sta>s>cally	significant		
(Webster,	Frebel	&	JBH	2016)	

[α/Fe]	=	0.5	
	
[Sr/H],	[Ba/H]	
suppressed	
	
TSF	<	30-50	Myr		
	

Hoping	for	more	results	from	Jan	2017		
Keck	>me:	JBH,	Frebel,	Simon,	Yong	

2014	



2017	



2016	



What is the statistical significance of 
"clustering" in abundance space? 

 
What can we learn?

Method:	1.	build	models	of	UFD	forma>on	and	evolu>on;	2.	insert	
cluster	forma>on;	3.	test	for	clustering	signatures;	4.	agempt	to	
unravel	the	sequence	of	events.	
	



What	do	these	[Fe/H]	distribu>ons	look	like	for	clustered	SF?		
TSF	≤	50	Myr	

Webster	et	al	2015	

enrich.	+	evolu>on	
TSF	≤	150	Myr	

Note:		this	is	only	using	a	single	dimension	of	C-space	



Beale	pseudo	F-sta>s>c	(1969)	

STATISTICS	OF	CLUSTERED	OVER	RANDOM	EVENTS	

number	of	abundance	dimensions	
number	of	abundance	data	points	

number	of	clusters	

Webster,	Frebel	&	JBH	(2015)	

unclustered	simula>on	

clustered	simula>on	

models	with	more	
parameters	are	penalized	

compare	RMS	differences	
between	models	(k	peaks)	



Can	we	unravel	a	SF	event	sequence?	
	
Not	with	the	limited	abundance	space	
[Fe/H],	[a/Fe],	[C/Fe]	presently	available.	
	
But	we	can	limit	the	op>ons.	

Webster,	Frebel	&	JBH	(2016)	

[Fe/H]=-1.5	is	really	
difficult	without	
overlapping	bubbles.	
	
Lower	path	requires	
inhomogeneity.	
	
Upper	path	requires	
v.	special	condi>ons.	



This	is	an	elegant	use	of	targeged	simula>ons	to	bring	together	first	stars,	first	galaxies,	
reioniza>on,	UFD,	CEMP	&	First	Star	signatures	today…		

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	NEAR	FIELD	COSMOLOGY	



Where next ?



GMT + Manifest + G-Clef was entirely the motivation for this paper. 
We really need this to feed ~10 fibres over the full 20' field. 



8m	limit	@	R=20K,	V	~	19,	SNR	~	30,	15	hours,	OPTICAL	(Frebel):		
observe	C,	Na,	Mg,	Al,	Si,	Ca,	Sc,	Ti,	Cr,	Mn,	Co,	Ni,	Zn,	Ba,	Sr	
	
GMT/G-Clef	(~10	objects	in	20'	field)	limit	@	R=20K	should	get	us	to	V	~	20.5	




